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Happy spring and warm weather and sunshine!! The 

GAMFT Spring Conference is right around the corner 

and I’m excited about the community, collegiality, 

learning, rest, and relaxation it brings. Our main 

presenters, Dr. Andrea Wittenborn and Saila 

Subramaniam, are skilled clinicians and researchers who 

bring a wealth of knowledge and experience to share with 

us. There is much to learn from their work using EFT in 

couple therapy to treat depression. And please join me in 

thanking our pre and post-conference presenters from 

across Georgia: Kathryn Klock-Powell, Rachel 

McCrickard, Ashley Moore, Courtney Geter, Jacyln 

Brandt, Brooke M. French, Andrea Meyer, and Steve 

Livingston. Their topics include technology and therapy, 

collaborative care in the treatment of sexual dysfunction, 

Georgia family law for MFTs, and regulatory and ethical 

issues for family therapists. Please join me in thanking 

each of them for sharing their time and expertise with the 

GAMFT community.  

Holli and I recently attended the AAMFT Leadership 

Symposium in Seattle, WA and learned that AAMFT 

changes are well underway. Following vote by the 

membership, the Georgia Division is in the process of 

transitioning to an Independent Affiliate and there are 

several things the Board of Directors would like you to 

know.  

 

 

 

 

 

• First - While in the past GAMFT automatically 

received a portion of AAMFT dues to run our 

organization, that is no longer true.  GAMFT operating 

funds are dependent on maintaining a significant number 

of AAMFT members who continue their relationship 

with the Georgia division. 

• Second - You are unable to be a member of only 

GAMFT (Georgia Division) at this time.  

• Third - Perhaps most importantly, when 

becoming a new member of AAMFT or renewing your 

membership, you are no longer automatically a member 

of GAMFT. The Georgia dues are the same as before.  

However, on your checkout page beside where the 

Georgia Division is listed it will read “Optional.” Be sure 

this box is checked in order to join or renew membership 

with GAMFT. 

The GAMFT Board of Directors, of course, hopes you 

will choose the “option” to continue membership with 

GAMFT, and offers several important reasons for doing 

so: 

• Did you know that it was GAMFT that lobbied 

for adding the word “diagnose” to our scope of practice 

in the law? The legislation passed. It was GAMFT led, 

not AAMFT led.   

• Were you aware that MFTs are the only allied 

profession that does not have the ability to sign a 1013?  

Current lobbying efforts to maintain professional parity 

are being led and paid for by GAMFT, not AAMFT. 

• Aside from legal representation in the Capital, 

GAMFT is the only allied professional organization that 

has regional chapters that engage members locally and 

consistently.   

• Access to affordable continuing education is 

unparalleled. Currently, there are enough CE 

opportunities scheduled that you could easily gather 

many of the required hours at the Lunch and Learns 

offered by Chapters. Some chapters offer these free of 

charge. Many chapters offer the 5 required Ethics hours 

as well!  And the GAMFT Spring Conference offers 15 

CE hours! 
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On several recent occasions, I’ve been asked, “What has 

AAMFT done for me? I don’t want to join AAMFT just to 

have access to GAMFT.” I feel strongly that maintaining our 

professional identity both nationally and locally is an 

intimate part of who we are as MFTs. I appreciate the efforts 

that AAMFT makes on a national level with Medicare 

inclusion and veterans affairs and I see up close the 

difference GAMFT makes here in our state. Yet, if GAMFT 

weren’t embedded in AAMFT, resources to support the 

profession in Georgia would be further limited. Are you 

aware that AAMFT was instrumental in the success 

experienced in the Texas Division when in 2008, the Texas 

Medical Association (TMA) filed suit challenging two MFT 

Board rules regarding the scope of MFT practice in Texas? 

The first challenged rule authorized MFTs to perform 

diagnostic assessments; the second required MFTs to base 

their treatment on a diagnosis. TMA contended that 

“diagnosis” constitutes the practice of medicine, which is 

solely the purview of medical doctors. From the beginning 

of this lawsuit, TAMFT and AAMFT joined together with 

the MFT Board to defend not only the profession of marriage 

and family therapy, but also the citizens of Texas who might 

have been harmed if denied direct access to MFTs’ services. 

In February 2017, the Texas Supreme Court upheld the right 

to diagnose for MFTs in Texas. This was a huge legislative 

victory for the state and AAMFT provided human and 

financial resources that supported the outcome. This 

illustrates how important it is for AAMFT and GAMFT to 

work hand in hand.   

GAMFT has a long history of significant contributions to the 

marriage and family therapy profession at the state and 

national levels. Its purposes include promoting the 

professional interests of MFTs, representing MFT interests 

to the public and before government bodies, establishing and 

maintaining professional standards, and furthering the MFT 

profession. I am proud to be part of this organization and I 

hope that you will see your membership with GAMFT as 

optimal, rather than optional. If you have questions about 

your renewal or feedback about the new structure, please feel 

free to contact me or the GAMFT Executive Director Holli 

Kelly at Holli_Kelly@gamft.org. Hearing from members is 

an important part of the decision-making process for the 

GAMFT Board of Directors, and we are interested to hear 

your feedback. Change begins with you, so help us shape the 

future of GAMFT. 

Finally, I wanted to share the stories of two engaging and 

interesting presentations that were part of the AAMFT 

Leadership Symposium. The first was by a man named Jia 

Jiang who moved to the US from China as a young man and 

has become known for his work in rejection. Jia tells the 

story of how as a child he was bullied and rejected and 

internalized a fear of asking for what he wanted and needed. 

As this experience permeated more and more of his life, he 

was determined to face it. I laughed as he said, “So I turned 

to the source used to answer all questions, GOOGLE.” 

Through a GOOGLE search, he found someone who works 

in what he calls, rejection therapy, wherein people place 

themselves in situations that are designed to be met with 

rejection with the idea that facing it repeatedly will work to 

remove the fears. Jia decided that he would take this on with 

the gusto he used in approaching most things by engaging 

what he named 100 Days of Rejection. Take a look at his 

TED talk and video from day three of his rejection therapy 

in which he asks Jackie at Krispy Kreme to make donuts in 

the shape of the rings of the Olympic symbol. It’s not only 

fun, but surely prompts rethinking our approaches to life. 

The second presenter, Rick Lewis, bills himself as a 

“professional misbehaver.” I don’t want to give away all the 

fun and insights that  came from his performance (just in case 

you are fortunate enough to encounter him), but suffice to 

say he, too, pushes us to question rules that govern our day 

to day behavior with the idea that doing so prompts us to be 

better people and better leaders. In these often difficult and 

challenging transitions life offers us, I ask each of us to 

consider stepping into situations that evoke fear and to 

“question the rules.” My belief is that we will be better 

people, better therapists, and a stronger organization for it! 

Safe travels to the beach and I look forward to seeing you!  

_______________________________________________ 

 



HB 173 AUTHORIZING MFTs TO 

SIGN 1013/2013s DIES IN COMMITTEE 

 

Carl Johnson, Chair 

Legislative/Governmental Affairs Committee 
 

The 2018 session of the Georgia General Assembly came to 

a close on March 29. Because this is the second year of the 

two-year legislative cycle, bills that did not pass both houses 

automatically “died;” if reintroduced in 2019 they must start 

again from scratch. Bills of particular interest to MFTs 

include: 

 

HB 173: Authorizing MFTs to Sign 1013/2013s. When last 

year’s session ended I reported a combination of good and 

bad news. The good news was that the Georgia Sheriffs 

Association, which had opposed MFTs signing 1013/2013s 

since the mid-1990s, agreed to drop their opposition to our 

bill under the condition that we build in a two-year trial 

period to insure that MFTs having this authority does not 

cause problems for the sheriffs. This is the same arrangement 

the sheriffs worked out with the LPCs when they passed 

1013/2013 authority in 2014. The bad news was that despite 

our efforts to have HB 173 assigned to a different committee, 

it was nevertheless assigned to the House Health and Human 

Services Committee, the very committee where our 2015-

2016 bill died at the end of the 2016 session because the 

Chair, Sharon Cooper (District 43, Marietta), refused to call 

it up for a hearing. And, despite our best efforts, 

Representative Cooper did the same in 2017, again declining 

to hold a hearing on the bill. Our only glimmer of hope was 

that she assured me she would hold a “stakeholders meeting” 

in the fall of 2017 to discuss our bill, along with two other 

bills that also addressed the issue of emergency mental 

health transports.  

 

Despite this assurance, last fall Chairman Cooper informed 

our bill’s sponsor, Representative Joyce Chandler (District 

105, Grayson), that she had decided not to hold the promised 

stakeholders meeting, and that she would not hold a hearing 

on our bill this year, effectively killing it. Our only hope – a 

long shot – was to attempt to introduce and pass an identical 

bill in the Senate, and then try to have it assigned to a 

different committee once it got to the House. However, 

although we held talks with five senators, we could find no 

one who would sponsor such a bill. There were two reasons 

for their reluctance. First, some argued that it would be a 

waste of their time, reasoning that any such bill would likely 

be killed by Chairman Cooper in the House. And second, the 

sheriffs began to waffle on their agreement not to oppose 
1013/2013 authority for MFTs. Apparently some sheriffs 

have experienced problems with LPCs executing 1013s 

improperly, and so they are now reluctant to see this 

authority extended to MFTs. 

 

While mindful of the uphill nature of this effort, the GAMFT 

Board of Directors continues to believe that 1013/2013 

authority for MFTs is worth pursuing. Since the school 

shooting in Florida, I have been telling legislators that the 

most common misconception regarding MFTs is that we are 

only “marriage counselors.”  In fact, we also work with 

families, and consequently we are the mental health 

profession most likely to work with adolescents. Recent 

events have highlighted the necessity of adolescents who are 

a danger to themselves or others due to mental illness getting 

the treatment they need as quickly as possible. 1013/2013 

authority for MFTs is an important part of making this 

happen.  

 

One senator, Lester Jackson (District 2, Savannah) may 

become our champion next year. He has an interest in mental 

health issues – in 2016 he sponsored the combined 

psychologists/counselors bill regarding testing and 

diagnosis, and his brother is a psychiatrist – and he has said 

he believes MFTs need 1013/2013 authority. To this end, 

Senator Jackson is scheduled to meet with the Coastal 

Georgia Chapter on April 20, and with the GAMFT Board 

of Directors at its May 3 meeting on Jekyll Island.  

 

SB 40 and SB 318: Emergency Mental Health Transport 

Authority for EMTs. SB 40 would have authorized EMTs 

– in an emergency and in consultation with a physician – to 

transport a person they believed to be mentally ill to an 

emergency receiving facility for evaluation. In 2017 it was 

another of the mental health transport bills that died in the 

House Health and Human Services Committee because 

Chairman Cooper refused to call it up for a hearing. This 

year the Senate passed a scaled back version, establishing a 

one-year pilot program, and although this time Chairman 

Cooper did hold a hearing on the bill, the Committee voted 

to table it, thereby effectively killing the bill. 

 

HB 847: Interstate Compact Regulating Telepsychology. 

HB 847 would have written the “Psychology 

Interjurisdictional Compact,” which regulates the interstate 

practice of telepsychology, into Georgia law. It passed the 

House but was voted down in the Senate Health and Human 

Services Committee, largely due to the opposition of Senator 

Greg Kirk (District 13, Americus). Senator Kirk is a past 

president of the Licensed Professional Counselors 

Association of Georgia and was heavily involved in the 

recent four-year legislative battle between psychologists and 

LPCs over the regulation of psychological testing. 

_______________________________________________ 



OPTING INTO GAMFT 

Jennifer Vann, Chair  

North Metro Chapter of GAMFT 

& 

Adam Albrite. Chair  

Metro Atlanta Chapter of GAMFT 
 

 
 

Dear Esteemed Colleagues, 

 

The renewal of spring is almost here and with spring comes 

the lovely change in weather and often in energy. We wanted 

to take the time in this season of AAMFT renewal to give 

you some information on how the bylaws change (both 

AAMFT and GAMFT) will affect GAMFT as an 

organization moving forward. 

 

As you are aware, AAMFT restructured in an effort to better 

meet the needs of its members. This restructuring required 

that all state divisions transition to either an  “Independent 

Affiliate,” “Interest Network,” dissolve and become an 

Independent Corporation, or dissolve completely. In 

December of 2017, the GAMFT membership voted in favor 

of continuing its relationship with AAMFT as an 

Independent Affiliate. 

 

Here’s what that means in broad strokes... 

 

Georgia’s relationship with AAMFT is subjectively the 

same with 3 major differences: 

 

First - While in the past GAMFT automatically received a 

portion of AAMFT dues to run our organization, that is no 

longer true. GAMFT operating funds are dependent on 

maintaining a significant number of AAMFT members who 

continue their relationship with the Georgia Affiliate. 

 

Second - You are unable to be a member of only GAMFT 

(Georgia Division) at this time.  

 

Third - Perhaps most importantly, when becoming a new 

member of AAMFT or renewing your membership, you are 

no longer automatically a member of GAMFT. The Georgia 

dues are the same as before, however, on your checkout page 

or new membership application beside where Georgia 

Division is listed it will read “Optional,” in addition to the 

standard state dues. This also may be listed as an 

"Engagement Program Fee," with a "checkbox" next to it. 

Make sure it's checked to opt in! 

 

So, what does this look like when you go to renew or 

become a new member? 

 

 

Renewing? Your check-out may look similar to this... 

 

 
 

Becoming a new member? Your online application may 

look similar to this... 

 

 
 

Why opt into GAMFT Membership? 

 

We, of course, hope that you will choose to continue 

membership with GAMFT, and we'd like to share some 

reasons: 

 

• Did you know it was GAMFT who lobbied and 

passed SB 128, which added the word “diagnose” 

to the scope of practice for MFTs? Providing a 

diagnosis has always been an integral part of our 

academic training and practice. However, this 

necessary bill will protect us from future legal 
challenges to our scope of practice. Additionally, 

adding “diagnose” to our Scope was intended to 



reverse the effect of a 2013 ruling by the 

Department of Behavioral Health and 

Developmental Disabilities. This ruling mandated 

that, in all state mental health centers and in all 

agencies that contract with the state, a diagnosis 

could only be provided following a face-to-face 

interview by a professional with “diagnose” in their 

Scope of Practice – thereby prohibiting MFTs from 

providing diagnosis for their clients. This was 

GAMFT led, not AAMFT led. 

 

• Were you aware that MFTs are the only allied 

profession in Georgia that does not have the ability 

to sign a 1013/2013? GAMFT's highly active 

Legislative and Government Affairs Committee 

steers lobbying efforts to maintain professional 

parity. These efforts are being led and paid for by 

GAMFT, not AAMFT. 

 

• Aside from legal representation in the Capital, 

GAMFT is the only allied professional organization 

that has regional chapters that engage members 

locally and consistently. 

 

• GAMFT invites leaders in the field to present at two 

state conferences each year where attendees can 

reconnect with friends and colleagues, build new 

relationships, learn about new research, and earn 

continuing education hours. 

 

• Given the restructuring, GAMFT is in the process 

of building a new state-of-the-art user-focused 

website, chock full of resources for members. 

 

• Access to affordable continuing education is 

unparalleled. Currently, there are enough CE 

opportunities scheduled between the NorthMetro 

and Metro chapters that you could easily gather all 

35 hours within the licensure cycle… including 

ethics! 

 

 

 
 

We feel strongly that maintaining our professional identity 

is an intimate part of who we are as MFTs. We appreciate 

the efforts that AAMFT makes on a national level with 

medicare inclusion and veterans affairs and we see up close 

the difference GAMFT makes here in our state. We are 

proud to be part of this organization and we hope that you 

will see your membership with GAMFT as optimal, rather 

than optional. Many of you may not need to renew until later 

in the year, so you may want to file this email away for that 

time. 

 

If you have questions about your renewal or feedback about 

the new structure, please feel free to contact us or the 

GAMFT Executive Director Holli Kelly at 

Holli_Kelly@gamft.org. Hearing from members is an 

important part of the decision-making process for the 

GAMFT Board of Directors, and we are interested to hear 

your feedback. Change begins with you, so help us shape the 

future of GAMFT. 

 

_______________________________________________ 

 
 

GAMFT 2018 Spring Conference 
 

Strengthening Bonds: Using Emotionally 

Focused Couple Therapy to Treat Depression 

 

 Andrea K. Wittenborn, Ph.D. &  

Saila Subramaniam, M.C. 

 
 

 

The GAMFT Annual Spring 

Conference will be held at the 

Jekyll Island Convention Center, 

May 3- 6, 2018.  

  

_______________________________________________ 



CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS 
 

 

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY: Seeking Fully Licensed Professional Counselor, Marriage & Family Therapist or Clinical Social 

Worker: Eagle Ranch, a Christian children’s home in Georgia, has an immediate opening to work in their girls’ program. 

eagleranch.org/employment/counselor 
 

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY: Accelerated Recovery Centers is seeking experienced LMFTs for Full-Time and Contract openings in 

our Family Systems Program. For more information, please contact Scott Ferguson at 678-429-3958 or at sferguson@iwanttostopnow.com. 

Days, Nights and Weekends. 
 

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY: Seeking Fully Licensed Professional Counselor, Marriage & Family Therapist or Clinical Social 

Worker: Eagle Ranch, a Christian children’s home in Georgia, has an immediate opening to work in their boys’ program. 

eagleranch.org/employment/counselor 

 

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY: Seeking Fully Licensed Therapist To Join Private Practice in Roswell  

Wellview Counseling is seeking a fully licensed therapist to join a growing private practice in Roswell. I am seeking a 1099 

contractor who is a fully licensed therapist in GA (LPC, LCSW, LMFT). Experience with children, adolescents and families 

preferred. Clinician would have flexible hours for initially a PT caseload and opportunity to grow to a FT caseload if desired. Some 

evening and/or weekend hours are required. Office is located in Roswell/Alpharetta area in warm and friendly office space with 

several other mental health providers serving children and families. This is a contractor position without any health benefits, and 

contractor is responsible for paying own taxes.  Please send questions and resume to ashleybobo@wellviewcounseling.com or call 

(678)288-6221. 
 

NORTH GEORGIA SUPERVISION: Safe, encouraging and non-judgmental learning with Mary Carlson, PhD., LMFT. Many Years 

Experience. AAMFT Approved.770-393-8964 
 

SPACE: Comfortable, quiet, fully furnished 12’ x 14’ office in a two-office suite in North Decatur.  Just inside I-285 on Lawrenceville 
Hwy.  Wi-fi, fridge, coper-fax.  Part-time Monday, Tuesday and/or Wednesday.  One day, $150/mo. Two days, $275/mo. All three days, 
$375/mo.  Charles Matthews, LMFT, (770) 414-5800, or email to GetMarriageHelp@gmail.com. 
 
 

Attention GAMFT Members! We’d love to hear from YOU! 
 
In addition to sharing relevant information with our members, the goal of the GAMFT newsletter is to strengthen our MFT community by 
supporting and promoting connection and inclusiveness through sharing our collective wisdom, resiliency and enthusiasm. Therefore, the 
more of us who contribute our knowledge, experience, and ideas, the richer our GAMFT family becomes. 
 
We encourage members to make submissions including clinically related articles that offer educational and/or inspirational insights to your 
colleagues, reviews such as books or movies that may be valuable to MFT’s, or any relevant information on issues involving the GAMFT 
community. Please note that this does not include advertisements for workshops, employment or office space so please refer to the protocol 
for these submissions in the advertisement section.  All submissions will be printed in full as received whenever possible but are subject to 
editing for length, clarity, readability, grammar, spelling, biased language, and appropriateness. Opinions expressed in the GAMFT 
newsletter do not necessarily reflect the opinions of GAMFT. Submission of an article does not guarantee its publication. 
  
Submission Guidelines are as Follows: 
Guidelines and recommendations for an article is maximum word count of 920 for full page; recommend maximum 750 word count with 
photo. Word counts also include approximately 690 for 3/4 page, 460 for 1/2 page, 230 for 1/4 page. We do recommend and encourage 
including a professional photo of the author, as well as specific listing of name and credentials as they should appear with the article. Please 
submit a 1-2 line biography of the author as well to be added at the end of the article. 
   
The Newsletter is published on the 1st of February, April, June, August, October, and December. Submissions need to be received by noon 
on the 20th of the month prior to the newsletter going out that you would like your submission included in. Therefore, if you want to publish 
in the April newsletter, you will need to have your submission in by March 20th.  
 
Articles can be submitted in Word format to Holli_Kelly@gamft.org and any questions can be directed to our Executive Director, Dr. Holli 
Kelly, at the above email address or by calling 404-374-4192.  
 
We look forward to hearing from you and including your voice in this process! Thank you!  

mailto:sferguson@iwanttostopnow.com
mailto:GetMarriageHelp@gmail.com
mailto:Holli_Kelly@gamft.org
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2018 GAMFT BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
 
 PRESIDENT MULTICULTURAL ISSUES 
 Bowden Templeton, Ph.D, LMFT Anthony Potter, LAMFT  
 478-301-4077 404-849-9906 
 

 VICE PRESIDENT STUDENT AND ASSOCIATE 
 Michael Lee Cook, Th.D., LMFT David Blanchard 
 404-907-0872 678-736-7335 
 

 SECRETARY PUBLIC RELATIONS 
 Karen Shaw Burch, M.Ed. Andrea S. Meyer 
 706-210-4843 478-301-4098 
 

 TREASURER NORTH METRO ATLANTA CHAIR  
 James Bickers, M.S. Jennifer Vann, LMFT 
 229-244-4200 770-910-2753 
 

 SOCIAL MEDIA/TECHNOLOGY COASTAL GEORGIA CHAIR 
 Annisa Pirasteh, LMFT Ashley Moore, LMFT 
 904-386-3253 912-675-8913 
 

 APPROVED SUPERVISORS EAST GEORGIA CHAIR 
 Patricia Harwell, LMFT John Hill, D.Min. 
 404-373-5326 803-819-9021 
 

 CONTINUING EDUCATION METRO ATLANTA CHAIR 
 Tequilla Hill, Ph.D., LMFT  Adam Albrite 
 678-383-9564 404-939-2609 
  

 ELECTIONS MIDDLE GEORGIA CHAIR 
 Kara Z. McDaniel, Ph.D Freedom Bowers, LMFT 
 678-430-8089 704-609-7474 
 

 ETHICS NORTHEAST GEORGIA CHAIR 
 Shaun Kell, LMFT  Blaine Everson, Ph.D  
 478-227-9430 (706) 369-7911 
 

 LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS NORTHWEST GEORGIA CHAIR 
 Carl Johnson, LMFT Aaron Shaner, LMFT 
 404-633-3347 706-264-1920 
  
 MEMBERSHIP SOUTH GEORGIA CHAIR 
 Jennifer Gonyea, Ph.D Jenny McIver, LMFT 
 706-369-7911 912-383-5924 
   
 PAST-PRESIDENT SOUTHWEST GEORGIA CHAIR 
 Michele Smith, Ph.D, LMFT Nicola Bradley, LMFT 
 770-968-6464 229-312-7002 
  
 WEST GEORGIA SOUTH METRO ATLANTA CHAIR 
 Fred Remick, M.S. K. Nichole Hood, LMFT 
 404-907-0872 678-967-3960 
 
   

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FORM 
GAMFT Thirty-Ninth Annual Spring Conference 

May 3 - 6, 2018 
 

 

Name (last, first) _________________________________________________Degree__________ 

 

Spouse (if registering below for conference)____________________________________________ 

 

Address_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

City________________________________State___________Zip__________________________ 

 

Home Phone______________________________Office Phone____________________________ 

 

PRE-CONFERENCE INSTITUTES (Choose only one) 

  #1  What MFT’s Need to Know About Sex: Collaborative Care for Treating Sexual 

Dysfunction                     (2 CE hours)   $ 50.00 _______ 

 #2  A Foray into Family Law: The Good, the Bad & the Ugly (2 CE hours)  $ 50.00  _______ 

 #3  Ethics Workshop: Exploring Regulatory and Other Ethical Issues  

(2 Ethics CE Hours) $ 50.00 _______ 

 

 Postmarked Postmarked 

MAIN PRESENTATION (Price includes lunches) By April 7 After April 7 

Strengthening Bonds: Using emotionally focused couple therapy to treat depression (10 CE hours) 

 AAMFT Clinical Fellow, Member or     $250.00   $275.00  ________ 

 Affiliate Member    

 Non-Member          $300.00   $325.00  ________ 

 Full-time Student (Include copy of student ID)  $135.00   $165.00  ________ 

 or AAMFT Pre-Clinical Fellow or Associate Member 

 AAMFT Retired Member        $170.00   $200.00  ________ 

 Non-therapist/Non-practicing Spouse     $170.00   $200.00  ________ 
 

VEGETARIAN FARE 

I prefer vegetarian lunches. 
 

ADDITIONAL LUNCH RESERVATIONS FOR GUESTS 

Friday Total # _______     (# Vegetarian _______)            each   $ 17.50  ________ 

 Saturday Total # _______ (# Vegetarian _______)           each   $ 17.50  ________ 
 

SUNDAY ETHICS WORKSHOP  

 Technology and Therapy: Ethics in the New Frontier  (3 Ethics CE hrs)  $75.00    ________ 
 

CE FEE (Required for CE Certificate)          

Circle License(s) Held:    MFT     PC     SW     Psy      $ 10.00  ________ 
 

                     

TOTAL ENCLOSED     $ ________ 

    

Mail-in registrations must be postmarked by April 21, 2018.  No refunds can be given after April 

21, 2018.  Before April 21, refunds minus a $25.00 administration fee will be granted upon notice 

of cancellation.  For additional information call GAMFT at 404-261-1185 or visit: www.gamft.org  

Please mail this form and check payable to GAMFT to: 

GAMFT Spring Conference – P.O. Box 29745 – Atlanta, GA  30359 

http://www.gamft.org/
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HOTEL RESERVATION INFORMATION 
 

The Westin Jekyll Island 
 To make a reservation call 

(912) 635-4545  
 

Georgia Association for Marriage and Family Therapy 
May 3 - 6, 2018 

 

Please reserve rooms as specified for: 
 

Name_______________________________________________________ 
 
Address______________________________________________________ 
 
City____________________________State_________Zip_____________ 
 

Phone 
(Office)_________________________(Home)__________________________ 
 

Number of people________  Number of beds requested_________ 
 

Room Type (see 
below)_____________________2ndchoice________________________________ 
 

Arrival Date____________________ Departure Date_________________________ 
 

All reservations must be guaranteed by a credit card or a deposit for the first night's 
room rate: 
 

Credit Card Type__________________  Credit Card Number___________________ 
 

Expiration 
Date_________________Signature_______________________________________ 
 

Deposit of  $____________________enclosed                    
 

Deposits will be refunded only if cancellation notification is given up to 14 days prior 
to arrival. 
 

Reservations received after April 2, 2018 will be provided on space-

available basis. 
 

ROOM TYPE SELECTIONS: 
 

Island View    $199.00 
Ocean View    $229.00 

Ocean Front    $259.00 

 
Please call The West Jekyll Island Reservations Department at (912) 635-4545 to 
reserve a room. 
 

Check-in time 4:00 p.m.          Check-out time 12:00 p.m. 

 

 

 

 

WELCOME! 
 

 

On behalf of the GAMFT Board of Directors and the Conference Planning Committee, I 

am excited to extend an invitation for you to attend the 39th annual GAMFT Spring 

Conference. Due to strong and committed membership in Georgia, the GAMFT spring 

conference is one of the most successful of the AAMFT divisional conferences. The 

program this year will provide a variety of topics for advancing professional clinical skills, 

encourage meaningful networking, and the opportunity to meet continuing education 

requirements in this renewal licensing year in Georgia. In our fourth year at Jekyll Island, 

there is also ample opportunity to enjoy the beautiful setting while learning, connecting, 

and reconnecting to other passionate professionals. My hope is that you leave this 

conference inspired and reinvigorated about the profession of family therapy and your 

place within the field of mental health!  

 

Our keynote speaker, Dr. Andrea Wittenborn, is well-known in the field of mental health 

and to couple and family therapists. She will co-present the topic: “Using Emotionally-

Focused Couple Therapy to Treat Depression,” with Saila Subramaniam. Dr. Wittenborn 

is an associate professor at Michigan State University and primarily studies mental health 

intervention from a systems perspective with the goal of improving treatment outcomes 

for depression. This timely topic will provide great learning in support of your clinical and 

professional practice with couples and beyond. Truly, this is an exciting opportunity to 

learn from a leading researcher and clinician in the field!  

 

Pre-conference workshops were carefully selected to further your opportunities for 

learning and growth. The three sessions planned for the pre-conference include an 

opportunity to acquire ethics hours, a change for this year’s conference. The pre-

conference sessions are: “What MFTs Need to Know About Sex: Collaborative Care for 

Treating Sexual Dysfunction”, “A Foray into Family Law: The Good, The Bad, and the 

Ugly”, and “Exploring Regulatory and Other Ethical Issues.” In addition, ethics hours will 

be offered on Sunday. The title of this workshop is: “Technology and Therapy: Ethics in 

the New Frontier.” Between sessions, be sure to meet and network with our outstanding 

conference sponsors. These organizations share a wealth of knowledge about services and 

resources to enhance your professional practice.  

 

As always, the conference schedule is intentionally designed to maximize your learning 

opportunities and facilitate your enjoyment of the beach setting and other leisure activities. 

Continental breakfast and lunch are conveniently offered at the Jekyll Island Convention 

Center for attendees during the conference. Attendees are encouraged to discover Jekyll 

Island’s many delightful dining establishments for dinner with friends and colleagues. 

Whether you enjoy lounging by the sea, biking, shopping or history, Jekyll Island offers a 

wealth of options for relaxation and fun!  

 

Finally, we invite you to kick off your conference at the Friday evening cocktail party. 

Connect with old friends and colleagues and make new ones at this casual and fun social. 

We look forward to seeing you at this year’s conference!  

 

Sincerely,  

Michael Lee Cook, VP of GAMFT, Conference Chair  

The 2018 GAMFT Spring Conference Committee 
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CONFERENCE PROGRAM 
 
Thursday, May 3, 2018 

 

12:00 – 5:00 p.m. REGISTRATION                                        Jekyll Convention Center 

 
 

3:00 – 5:00 p.m. PRE-CONFERENCE INSTITUTES 

 

 #1  What MFT’s Need to Know About Sex: Jekyll  CC 

  Collaborative Care for Treating Sexual Dysfunction  

   Courtney Geter, LMFT, CST & Jacyln Brandt, DPT, CLT 
    

 #2 A Foray into Family Law: Jekyll CC 

  The Good, the Bad & the Ugly  

  Brooke M. French, Esq. & Andrea Meyer, Ph.D, LMFT,        

CFLE  
 

 #3 Ethics Workshop: Exploring Regulatory Jekyll CC 

  And Other Ethical Issues   

   Steve Livingston, Ph.D, LMFT 
 

5:15 – 6:00 p.m. GAMFT Executive Committee Meeting Westin Hotel 

 

6:00 – 7:00 p.m. GAMFT Board Dinner Westin Hotel 

 

7:00 – 9:30 p.m. GAMFT Board Meeting Westin Hotel 
 

Friday, May 4, 2018 
 

8:00 – 8:30 a.m. REGISTRATION and COFFEE Jekyll CC 

 

8:30 – 10:00 a.m. WELCOME Jekyll CC 

   Bowden Templeton, President 
 

 INTRODUCTIONS 

   Michael Lee Cook, Vice-President 
 

 MAIN PRESENTATION 

An Introduction to EFT and Its Treatment of Relationship 

Distress and Depression 

    Andrea Wittenborn Ph.D. & Saila Subramaniam  
                            

10:00 – 10:15 a.m. BREAK 
 

10:15 – 11:45 a.m. Stage 1: De-escalation of Negative Cycles of Interaction 

   Andrea Wittenborn Ph.D. & Saila Subramaniam 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONFERENCE INFORMATION 
 

All sessions will be held at the Jekyll Island Convention Center. 

All hotel accommodations will be at the West Jekyll Island. 
 

Accommodations are available at a discounted rate for conference participants at the Westin 

Hotel Jekyll Island – (912) 635-4545.  The hotel reservations staff asks that you call and make 

your reservation or fax the reservation form enclosed in this brochure by April 2nd.  A block 

of rooms will be held for conference participants until then.  After April 2nd, these rooms 

will be released to the general public and reservations will be taken on a space available 

basis. 
 

Other nearby accommodations includes: 

1, 2, 3 and 4 bedroom condominiums, homes and cottages                          (800) 627-6850 

Sea Gate Inn: Rooms, efficiencies, and 1 bedroom suites                          (800) 627-6850 

Epworth-by-the-Sea Retreat Center: Single and double rooms          (912) 638-8688 
 

 

The Friday evening Cocktail Party will be held from 5:00 to 6:30 p.m. at the Westin Hotel 

Jekyll Island Hotel.  There will be a cash bar and light hors d’oeuvres will be served. 
 

 

Books will be on display and for sale at the Jekyll Island Convention Center.  Book sales are 

being offered by Charis Books and More of Atlanta. 
 

 

CE hours are automatically Core hours for Georgia MFTs because this conference is 

sponsored by GAMFT. CE approval has been applied for from the Georgia Chapter of NASW 

and LPCA of Georgia. This conference meets the requirements of Area III Continuing 

Education for Georgia psychologists. GAMFT has been approved as a CE Provider by the 

Florida Board of Clinical Social Work, Marriage and Family Therapy and Mental Health 

Counseling. Please be sure to add the $10.00 CE fee on your registration form to obtain 

your CE certificate. 
 

 

POSTER PRESENTATIONS 
 

In order to encourage student participation in GAMFT, and in order to provide a forum for 

students in Georgia’s MFT graduate programs to present papers and research to a broad 

professional audience, we offer student poster presentations as part of the conference. 

Proposals regarding research projects or non-research papers were solicited from Student 

Members of GAMFT, and submissions were reviewed blindly by a committee of readers. The 

poster presentations that were selected will be displayed during our Friday night cocktail hour 

and student presenters will answer questions and discuss their presentations.  CE credit is also 

available for this portion of the conference to any attendees. 
 

 

Call for Abstracts: GAMFT encourages dialogue and the sharing of information and 

knowledge within its membership.  Toward that end, we invite all members to submit proposals 

for the 2-hour Pre-Conference Institutes and Student Members to submit proposals for Poster 

Presentations at the 2019 Spring Conference.  For more information, check the GAMFT 

Newsletter, contact the GAMFT office at (404) 261-1185, or look for the “Call for 

Presentations” handout in the conference folder that you receive when you register. 
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SPONSORS 
  

The GAMFT Annual Spring Conference is a well-known, respected conference in a relaxed 

resort setting attended by therapists from all mental health disciplines from across the 

Southeast. 

• Each year we welcome approximately 200-250 conference attendees with various 

levels of training and a wide variety of special interests and needs for your services 

and products. 

• We offer six levels of sponsorship from which to choose in order to meet your 

marketing goals and budgets. 

 

 

Platinum Sponsor ($2,250) 

 

Diamond Sponsor ($1,500) 

 

Presidential Sponsor ($1,250) 

 

Premiere Sponsor ($1000) 

 

Gold Sponsor ($750)  

 

Silver Sponsor ($500) 

 

Many of our sponsors return year after year and we are pleased to welcome previous and new 

companies and organizations.  We value the relationships and the support of our sponsors who 

are an integral part of our annual gathering.  Call us for more information and we’re happy to 

discuss our remaining sponsorship opportunities still available. Don’t delay! Space is limited. 

Contact the GAMFT office at: 404-261-1185. Or email us at: office@gamft.org. 

 

  

Westin Jekyll Island & Jekyll Island Convention Center 

 

 
 

 

 

CONFERENCE PROGRAM 
 

Friday, May 4, 2018 

 

11:45 – 12:30 p.m. LUNCH  Jekyll CC 

 Included in the conference fee. 

 

12:30 – 2:30 p.m. Continuing Stage 1: Accessing and Processing Emotions and 

Reframing the Problem 

  Andrea Wittenborn Ph.D. & Saila Subramaniam  Jekyll CC 

 

5:00 – 6:30 p.m. COCKTAIL PARTY Westin Hotel 

 Light hors d’oeuvres and cash bar 

 

 STUDENT POSTER PRESENTATIONS (1.0 CEU avail) 
 Light hors d’oeuvres and cash bar 

 
❖ Please join us and mingle with fellow  

GAMFT Members and Students 
 

Saturday, May 5, 2018 

 

8:00 – 8:30 a.m. ANNUAL GAMFT BUSINESS MEETING Jekyll CC 

 

8:00 – 8:30 a.m. COFFEE  Jekyll CC 

 

8:30 – 10:00 a.m. Moving Into Stage 2: Engaging the Withdrawn Partner 

  Andrea Wittenborn Ph.D. & Saila Subramaniam  Jekyll CC  

  

  

10:00 – 10:15 a.m. BREAK 

 

10:15 – 11:45 a.m. Deeping Engagement in Stage 2: Creating Softening Events 

  Andrea Wittenborn Ph.D. & Saila Subramaniam  

 

11:45 – 12:30 p.m. LUNCH  Jekyll CC 

 Included in the conference fee. 

 

12:30 – 2:30 p.m. Stage 3: Consolidation and Integration 

  Andrea Wittenborn Ph.D. & Saila Subramaniam 

 

Sunday, May 6, 2018 

 

9:00 – 12:00 p.m. SUNDAY ETHICS WORKSHOP Jekyll CC 

 Technology and Therapy: Ethics in the New Frontier 

  Kathryn Klock-Powell, PhD, ,LMFT, RPT-S, DCC, Rachel    

McCrickard, LMFT, & Ashley Moore, LMFT 
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MAIN PRESENTATION 
 

Strengthening Bonds: Using Emotionally Focused 

Couple Therapy to Treat Depression 
 

 Andrea K. Wittenborn, Ph.D. & Saila Subramaniam, M.C. 
 

 

This workshop will provide an introduction to Emotionally Focused Couple Therapy 

(EFT), and will discuss specific assessment and treatment techniques for partners 

with depression. EFT is one of the most empirically supported methods of couple 

therapy. EFT is a structured approach to couple therapy, and is based on adult 

attachment theory. Research shows that 70-75% of couples recover from relationship 

distress, and 90% experience significant improvements. Three clinical trials, 

including findings from our lab, support the use of EFT for depression. 

 

This workshop will provide an overview of the three stages of EFT. Specific 

techniques and change events will be discussed. We will then share recommendations 

for assessing and treating depression with EFT. Clinical examples and video 

recordings will be used to illustrate recommended strategies. 
 

Specifically, the program goals are to: 

 Provide a rationale for using EFT in the assessment and treatment of depression 

 Describe how depression can play a role in a couple’s interactional cycle 

 Discuss the basic principles of EFT 

 Present the three stages of the EFT model 

 Discuss interventions used within each stage of EFT 

 Illustrate how to use EFT with partners suffering from relationship problems and 

depression 

 Discuss common challenges and solutions to restructuring interactions when 

working with couples suffering from depression 
 

 By the end of the course, participants will be able to: 

 Give a rationale for the value of using EFT for couples with marital distress and 

depression; 

 List the three stages of EFT; 

 Describe three specific EFT techniques to be used in couple therapy sessions; 

 Describe specific strategies for assessing and treating depression using the EFT 

approach 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUNDAY ETHICS WORKSHOP (3 hours) 
 

Technology and Therapy: Ethics in the New Frontier 

Kathryn Klock-Powell, PhD, LMFT, RPT-S, DCC, Rachel 

McCrickard, LMFT, & Ashley Moore, LMFT 

 
For all interested therapists. 
 

This workshop will cover Telemental Health ethics that clinicians deal with in 

professional practice: email, texts, cell phones and laptops, and how to cover this in 

an informed consent.   

 

We’ll focus on clinical supervision and the opportunities of distance supervision 

and some of the challenges of this emerging modality.  Finally, we’ll discuss using 

technology to reach clients and to communicate with clients on the internet such as 

web pages, and social media.  

 

Kathryn Klock-Powell, Ph.D., LMFT, RPT-S, DCC is the 

Program Director in Clinical Mental Health Counseling at 

South University’s Savannah Campus.  Dr. Klock-Powell is a 

licensed marriage and family therapist, registered play therapist, 

and an approved supervisor for AAMFT and APT.  She has 

over 20 years of clinical experience.  She is currently serving on 

the Georgia Composite Board for Licensed Professional 

Counselors, Marriage and Family Therapists, and Social 

Workers.   

 

Rachel McCrickard, LMFT, is a Georgia Licensed Marriage 

and Family Therapist and an AAMFT Approved Supervisor.  

She is the founder of LMFT Connect a web based system that 

aims to increase the number of Licensed Marriage and Family 

Therapists by providing quality clinical supervision online, in 

addition to video peer consultation, webinars and trainings.  

She is passionate about utilizing technology to responsibly and 

ethically connect with one another in advancing our important 

profession. 

 

 

Ashley Moore, LMFT, is a licensed marriage and family 

therapist specializing in children, parenting, and couples 

counseling. With over six years of experience, Ashley is 

now currently serving as a private practitioner working 

with children, couples, and families.  She also has an in 

depth knowledge of couples counseling as well as co-

parenting issues.  Ashley has served on the GAMFT board 

for over four years. 
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ABOUT THE MAIN PRESENTERS 

 
Dr. Andrea K. Wittenborn is an Associate 

Professor of Human Development and Family 

Studies at Michigan State University. She also 

holds an appointment in the College of Human 

Medicine Division of Psychiatry and Behavioral 

Medicine, and is a Fellow at the Sparrow Health 

System—MSU Center for Innovation and 

Research. She earned a Ph.D. in marriage and 

family therapy from Purdue University in 2007, and completed a doctoral research 

internship in psychiatry at the University of Pennsylvania and Children’s Hospital of 

Philadelphia. She recently served as Graduate Director where she directed her 

department’s seven graduate programs. Prior to joining Michigan State University in 

2014, she served on the faculty at Virginia Tech for seven years. Dr. Wittenborn studies 

mental health intervention from a systems theory perspective with the goal of 

improving the outcomes of treatment for depression. Her work has been funded by the 

National Institute of Mental Health, private foundations, and intramural awards. Dr. 

Wittenborn is an Editorial Board Member of the Journal of Marital and Family Therapy 

(JMFT) and the Journal of Couple and Relationship Therapy, Guest Editor of a JMFT 

special section on “New Research Findings on Emotionally Focused Therapy,” an 

American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy Clinical Fellow and Approved 

Clinical Supervisor, and recipient of the 2017 AAMFT Outstanding Research 

Publication Award and JMFT Best Article of 2013 Award. In 2011, she received the 

Virginia Tech Excellence in Graduate Student Advising Award for her mentoring of 

graduate students. 

 

Saila Subramaniam is from Malaysia and is 

currently in the fourth year of the Couple and Family 

Therapy PhD program at Michigan State University. 

She graduated from University of London, England 

with a bachelor’s degree in Law. She also holds a 

Master’s in Counseling from HELP University, 

Malaysia. She has been actively involved in women’s 

health issues through her work in promoting access 

to primary healthcare facilities in Malaysia. Her 

research interests are primarily focused on 

immigration, ethnicity, aging and health, in addition 

to implementing culturally sensitive evidence-based 

interventions with ethnic minority couples and families. She is currently involved in a 

study that seeks to understand how women’s identities based on their gender, 

socioeconomic status, and ethnicity impacts their health. She is also part of a multi-

disciplinary research team studying the underlying feedback mechanisms of depression 

during couples’ therapy.    

 

 

PRE-CONFERENCE INSTITUTES (2 hours) 
 

#1. What MFTs Need to Know About Sex: 

      Collaborative Care for Treating Sexual Dysfunction 

      Courtney Geter, LMFT, CST & Jacyln Brandt, DPT        
For all interested therapists. 

 

This workshop goes beyond traditional sex therapy and introduces participants to the 

pelvic floor including anatomical muscles and organs and how these muscles impact 

sexual health and function. Participants will learn about disorders creating sexual pain 

and best practice for treatment with individual and couples. Participants will also learn 

tips for collaborating with pelvic floor practitioners as well as how and when to 

incorporate pelvic floor rehabilitation into treatment with clients.   

 

Objectives:  

 

1.  Learn about the pelvic floor muscles and identify how they impact sexual health     

and function. 

2.  Identify 3 medical and sexual conditions impacted by pelvic floor muscles.  

3. Learn how to assess sexual dysfunction and apply learned techniques for treatment 

of sexual dysfunction in men and women. 

4.  Learn 2-4 ways on how to effectively collaborate with medical providers 

 

Courtney Geter, LMFT, CST is a Licensed Marriage 

and Family Therapist and AASECT Certified Sex 

Therapist practicing in Atlanta, Ga. She provides 

individual, couple, and family therapy to clients of all 

ages, gender orientation identity, and sexual lifestyles. 

Courtney promotes a deeper understanding of sexual 

health and functioning as well as collaborative care in 

order to improve the level of sexual satisfaction for 

clients. She is also a blogger and creator of the Let’s Talk Sex Podcast. 

 

Jacyln Brandt, DPT, CLT graduated from The University of 

Tennessee with a Bachelors of Science in Chemistry as well 

as a minor in Spanish.  In 2011, Jaclyn graduated from Emory 

University with Academic Honors with a Doctorate in 

Physical Therapy. She has advanced her training with pelvic 

floor courses and a certification in lymphedema. She 

specializes in treating patients with pelvic floor disorders, 

including incontinence and pelvic pain, and in treating 

lymphedema and swelling concerns. Jaclyn has a passion for 

motivating patients to go beyond what they think is possible 

to achieve their goals. Jaclyn is a member of the APTA as well 

as the Orthopedic and Women’s Health Sections, and she has been published in the 

Journal of Neurophysiology. 
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PRE-CONFERENCE INSTITUTES (2 hours) 
 

#2. A Foray into Family Law: The Good, the Bad & the Ugly 

      Brooke M. French, Esq. & Andrea Meyer, Ph.D., LMFT, CFLE 
 

For all interested therapists.  
 

Many patients are touched by some aspect of family law whether it be 

contemplating divorce or actually divorcing, dealing with infidelity or a child born 

to unmarried parents. Unfortunately, patients learn about family law from largely 

unrealistic sources like the internet, television or their peers. With that unverified 

information, patients make incorrect assumptions about what could happen in their 

unique situation. Becoming knowledgeable about Georgia family law will help you 

counsel your patients and guide them as they navigate a potential family change.  
 

Objectives: 
 

1. Educate attendees about Georgia family law 

2. Help attendees understand terms and concepts patients may use 

3. Foster discussion among attendees about common questions/problems 

faced and how to respond to those in therapy 

 

Brooke M. French, Esq. has been a domestic relations 

lawyer (divorce, custody, paternity/legitimation, etc.) for 

14 years, is often appointed as a guardian ad litem and 

resolves family law cases as a registered mediator. She 

loves her field of law and feels incredibly fortunate to help 

families navigate change in an educated and cost-effective 

manner. Brooke takes special care to protect children and 

maintain stability in their lives as the family structure 

transforms.     

 

Andrea Meyer, Ph.D, LMFT, CFLE is the Assistant 

Program Director of the Mercer University School of 

Medicine’s Master of Family Therapy Program in Macon, 

Georgia. She has a dual role in the Medical School as an 

Assistant Professor of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences 

and an Assistant Professor of Pediatrics. She received her 

Ph.D. from Florida State University and her M.S. from 

Purdue University and is a Licensed Marriage and Family 

Therapist and an AAMFT Approved Supervisor. Her clinical 

experience has occurred in a variety of settings including 

residential, day treatment, and outpatient mental health as well as integrative 

behavioral health in several medical settings. Dr. Meyer is a Certified Family Life 

Educator and has been trained as a PREP pre-marital educator. She is trained in 

PCIT (Parent Child Interaction Therapy) therapist and specializes in relational 

interventions with children and families. Dr. Meyer’s current clinical focus is the 

integration of mental health services in pediatric primary care, in order to provide 

services to financially and medically underserved populations.  

 

 

#3. Thursday Ethics Workshop 

Exploring Regulatory and Other Ethical Issues in MFT 2018          

Steve Livingston, Ph.D., LMFT    

  
For all interested therapists.  

 

This presentation will provide an overview of the Georgia Composite MFT 

Licensure Board and will examine the process of making and responding to ethical 

complaints to the Georgia Composite Board. We will review the most common 

ethical complaints lodged against MFTs. We will also explore recent Georgia 

Composite Board rule revisions and additions relating to ethical considerations for 

LMFT’s, explore the ethics of MFT self-care/wellness, and facilitate an open forum 

exploring current MFT ethical issues. 

 

Objectives: 

 

1. Based on the content of the session, I am able to describe the procedures 

involved in the process of making and responding to an ethical complaint 

to the Georgia Composite Board. 

2. Based on the content of the current session, I am able to describe recent 

MFT self-care and strategies for MFT wellness. 

3. Based on the content of the current session, I am able to describe recent 

Georgia Composite Board rule revisions and additions relating to ethical 

considerations for LMFT’s.  

 

Steve Livingston, Ph.D., LMFT currently serves as 

Associate Professor/ Family Medicine Behavioral 

Scientist with the Family Medicine Residency Program 

at Memorial University Hospital in Savannah and as 

Director of Behavioral Services for Mercer University 

School of Medicine’s Savannah Campus. Dr. 

Livingston also serves as Chair of the Georgia 

Composite Board of Professional Counselors, Social 

Workers, and Marriage and Family Therapists and was 

Chair of the AAMFT Ethics Committee for 2016. Dr. 

Livingston has practiced in the field of marriage and 

family therapy for 30 years. 

 
 

 

 
 



 
 

2018 Exhibitor/Sponsorship Opportunities 

 

PLATINUM SPONSOR: $2,250 
 

➢ Full Conference registrations for 2 representatives at Spring Conference, which 
 includes contact hours and all meal functions. 

➢ Spotlight in every GAMFT newsletters until conference (sent to all MFTs in GA) 

➢ Company’s representative will be invited on stage during Reception to speak for 5 minutes 
about your company/products 

➢ Your company’s logo listing prominently displayed on conference materials, including 
 conference brochure (only if commitment letter and payment are received by 1/31/18) 

➢ Your company’s name and logo projected on-screen at the beginning of general session 

➢ Full page, full-color back cover of conference program 

➢ Website ad with link to your website for 6 months after conference 

➢ Complimentary exhibit table, 3 chairs 

➢ Mention at every session and workshop at conference 

➢ Attendee list 

➢ We insert your company/institution brochure, catalog or appropriate marketing material in 
the conference packet received by all attendees at registration. 

➢ Tickets given to attendees to visit your table to be entered into a drawing 

➢ Your company/institution is provided with a display table at the upcoming Winter 
 Conference where attendees will be able to meet your representative and learn about your 
 organization and services or products *added bonus* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

DIAMOND SPONSOR: $1,500 
 

➢ Full Conference registrations for 1 representatives, which includes contact hours and all 
 meal functions for both.  

➢ Company’s representative will be invited on stage during Reception to speak for 5 minutes 
 about your company/products 

➢ Spotlight in every GAMFT newsletters until conference (sent to all MFTs in GA) 

➢ Your company’s logo listing prominently displayed on conference materials, including 
 conference brochure (only if commitment letter and payment are received by 1/31/18) 

➢ Your company’s name and logo projected on-screen at the beginning of general session 

➢ Full page, front or back inside cover of conference program 

➢ Website ad with link to your website for 6 months after conference 

➢ Complimentary exhibit table and two chairs 

➢ Mention at every session and workshop at conference 

➢ We insert your company/institution brochure, catalog or appropriate marketing material in 
the conference packet received by all attendees at registration. 

➢ Attendee list 

➢ Tickets given to attendees to visit your table to be entered into a drawing 
 
 

PRESIDENTIAL SPONSOR: $1,250 
 

➢ Full Conference registrations for 1 representative, which includes contact hours and all meal 
 functions.  

➢ Spotlight in every GAMFT newsletter until conference (sent to all MFTs in GA)  

➢ Company’s representative will be invited on stage before the Keynote to speak for 5 minutes 
 about your company/products, and to introduce the speaker   

➢ Your company’s logo prominently displayed on conference materials, including conference 
 brochure (only if commitment letter and payment are received by 1/31/18) 

➢ Website ad with link to your website, for 6 months after conference  

➢ Company’s name and logo projected on-screen at the beginning of general sessions  

➢ Full page conference program ad  

➢ We insert your company/institution brochure, catalog or appropriate marketing material in 
the conference packet received by all attendees at registration. 

➢ Complimentary exhibit table, 2 chairs  

➢ Attendee list  

➢ Tickets given to attendees to visit your table to be entered into a drawing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



PREMIER SPONSOR: $1,000 
 

➢ Spotlight in every GAMFT newsletter until conference (sent to all MFTs in GA)  

➢ Your company’s logo prominently displayed on conference materials, including conference 
 brochure (only if commitment letter and payment are received by 1/31/18) 

➢ Website listing with link for 6 months after conference  

➢ Company’s name and logo projected on-screen at the beginning of general session  

➢ Full page conference program ad  

➢ We insert your company/institution brochure, catalog or appropriate marketing material in 
the conference packet received by all attendees at registration. 

➢ Complimentary exhibit table, 2 chairs  

➢ Attendee list  
➢ Tickets given to attendees to visit your table to be entered into a drawing 

 

GOLD SPONSOR: $750 
 

➢ Website listing with link for 3 months  

➢ Company’s name and logo projected on-screen at the beginning of general session  

➢ Half-page conference program ad  

➢ Complimentary exhibit table, 2 chairs  

➢ Attendee list  

➢ Tickets given to attendees to visit your table to be entered into a drawing  

➢ We insert your company/institution brochure, catalog or appropriate marketing material in 
 the conference packet received by all attendees at registration. 

➢ There is no need to incur the expense of sending a representative to the conference. Simply 
 provide us with brochures, catalogues or marketing materials for the conference packets and 
 we do the rest 
 
 

SILVER SPONSOR: $500 
 

➢ You are listed with appreciation in our March newsletter featuring the Spring Conference.  
  The newsletter reaches almost 850 therapists in Georgia. 

➢ Your company/institution is also listed on our conference website, which reaches over 
 15,000 therapists in five states until the conference in May. 

➢ You are publically thanked by the Vice President of GAMFT at the opening of the 
 conference. 

➢ Website listing with link to your website (for 1 month after conference)  

➢ Listing in conference program, including company name with contact info 
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The GAMFT newsletter is published 

bimonthly. A subscription is included 

with GAMFT membership. Non- 
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paying an annual subscription fee of 

$15.00. 

 

 
Submit articles and ads to: 

GAMFT NEWSLETTER 

P.O. Box 29745 

Atlanta, GA 30359 

FAX: 404-506-9553 

e-mail address: 

office@gamft.org 

 
Deadline is the 1st day of odd numbered 

months. 

 
Advertising Rates 

Classified (up to 35 words) $35.00
North Metro Atlanta:  Jennifer Vann, M.F.T, 770-910-2753 1/4 page (3 1/2 x 4 5/8) $70.00 
Middle GA (Macon): Freedom Bowers, M.F.T., 704-609-7474 1/2 page (7 5/8 x 4 5/8) $140.00 
Northeast GA (Athens): Blaine Everson, Ph.D., 706-369-7911 

 

 

 

 

Full page (7 5/8 x 9 7/8) $280.00 
Northwest GA (Roswell): Aaron Shaner, M.S., 706-264-1920   

South GA (Valdosta): Jenny McIver, M.F.T., 912-383-5924 

South Atlanta: K. Nichole Hood, M.F.T., 678-671-9908 

Southwest GA (Albany): Nicola Bradley, M.S.W., 229-312-7006 

West GA (Columbus):  Fred Remick, M.S., 706-577-2725 
 

STAFF 
Executive Director: Holli Kelly, 404-374-4192 
Office Manager: Anetris Austin, 404-261-1185 

 
 
 

 

Georgia Association for 

Marriage and Family Therapy 

P.O. Box 29745 

Atlanta, Georgia 30359 

 
ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Please call GAMFT to report changes 
in your address, phone, etc. 
at 404-261-1185 or 404-506-9553. 

20% discount for GAMFT members. 
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